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INVESTIGATION OF LUBIJIC&?TS UNDXR. BOUNDAJiY FR3CTION*,..
By 33. H“6ide%roek and’ E.” Pietsch
1. INTRODUCTION
,The numerous reports (references 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of,
the Fuel Research Laboratory of the Dresden Engineering
School, on the condition of oil films between lubricated
surfaces of a variety”of shapes have shown a consistently
increasing need for the study of the conditions of what
is termed the llboundary fr.iction,l’ which’, considered on
the basis of hydrodynamics, seems to occur much more fre-
quently than the condition of “free floating friction”
produced by a particular flow process. By “boundary fric-
tion,~l in this instance, is meant ‘the real I-abdicating
condition between nominally smooth surfaces In which the
sliding or rolling surfaces attain a degree of contact
for the contact surfaces to exert a strong influence on
the entire lubricating film. This influence is princi-
pally an orientation effect on the molecules. This, alo~g
with the existence of irregularities on the surfaces that
are large relative to the film t“nicqkngss, makes the hydro-
dynamic laminar-flo,w dynamic-viscosity theory inapplicable.
Considering,that surface .roughness. can seldom be re-
duced below 2 micron’s by engineering methods, the condi-
tion of boundary friction must occur with all rolling sur-
faces of poor ’firiishand shape. Even with carefully con-
structed journal bearings this condition exists in the
region where the lubricating film is thinnest.
Physico-chemical research has already furnished con-
siderable data on the conditions in the boundary layers
and the attendant polar orientation effects. At present,
* the problem of determining the magnitude of the adhesive
forces of the oil.molecules with.simple apparatus is be-
ing st”udied; and tne development of the .conc’ept of vis-
cosity aq,’being a measure of the internal friction in
-,_________________________________________________________
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relation to the xxtoleculars’tt’-ucture’”of~he oil is under
way. Incompletely und,ersto.o.d..th.e.rmodynamicprocesses are
also involved, since every,tra.n,sfer of force betwe~,n .lubri-
cated surfaces ~is””accompanied by ’’energy ‘transfer-”mations
(irreversible), which are of considera,~~e ,strength com-
pared with the Small extent of- tfie:lubricating film, and
whose exothermic nature’, that is, release of heat, is far
from being understood. .
,.
Numerous observations of such lubricating processes
within range of boundary friction on journal bearings
(reference 6) and gear-tooth profiles (refer4nce ‘7) have
strengthened the supposition that it should be possible
to study the attendatit phenomena with engineering methods
and equipment. These considei”ation% .formed the basis of
the present studies, which have led to the discoverY. of .
relations governing the suitability of bearing surfaces
and ‘the concept of ‘lubricating quality.”
11. PROBLEMS
The path of a“n,element of area” on one surface moving
relative to .ano”ti.heris made up of two principal types of
motions; namely,’ tangential and normai, “with respect to.
the other “surface”. ~~A thin lubricating film of orientated
molecules is then subject to either a shear stress or a
tensiori or compressive stress, or a combination of both.
By using two plane “comparative plateslt pr”essed strong-
ly together in an oil bath, it must be poss”ible to measure
the tensile and shear ‘stresses “accompany~n”g tangential and
normal relative disQ}acement of the plates and to determine
any relations governing ‘the,effects of material? oil, sur-
face condition,” etc. ‘ ‘
111’. lZXPERIN@NTAL’ EQUIPMENT
,.
.,.
The layout of figure 1 was, rn~de with very simple
equipment . The base plate (a) was. a he~vy “steel-casting
with carefully matched and polished ‘surface, set in a
frame (r). This plate serve”d at the same time,as bottom
of’s flat vessel containing the’ diffekent t“e~t oils. .-T4e
base plate i%self”.wa% placed” in’a~ oil” bath, the tempera-
ture of which was regulated by a heating resistarice (w).
. .,
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The top plates (b) were made of various materials having
spe~ial surface treatment. The-a-rea varied from abo.u.t..
10 to 25 square centimeters, depending upon the purpose
of the test- ,,
The test oils comprised the lubricants listed in
table 1. The plates (b) were fastened at several points
and linked with the scale beam of a decimal balance. By
suspension on a system of symmetrical, levers a ,uniform
distribution of the tensile force was obtained.
The shearing motion was produced by weights pulling
on a string connected to the upper plate over a roller (g).
The force producing the boundary film, was applied by a
weighted lever, which was always removed before the actual
measurements were made.
IV. MEASUREMENTS
The temperatures of the heating and test oil were
taken with the two thermometers tl and t~ (fig. 1).
Compressive, tensile, and shear forces were determined
by weighing the applied weight and multiplying by the lever
ratio. The friction in the ball bearing guide -pulley (g)
was disregarded. Time elapsed was measured with a stop
watch.
V. RESULTS OF T3STS
1. General observations.-y..— .—— -—— .—.—_ ------ While the weight-loaded
top plate was pressed. against the bottom plate, covered
initially by 2 to 3 millimeters’ of oil, the top plate was
moved back and forth over a few millimeters by hand. It
was found that the sliding friction was quite small’, at
first, despite a loading which is equal to a compressive
stress. of 12.5.kg.z. O.5 kg/cmao After some ,ti.methe
motion” increased rapidly and the’ plate suddenly stuck.
After that, it requ~ire.d.,comparatively great force to slide
it even after remov”al”.of the compressive load.
.,.
The almost instantaneous charigb from light tangential
motion to “tstickin~ ‘1makes it seem p’robabl’e that this’ pe-
culiar ~lcontact condition IIre~resents & s-p”ecialcase of
boundary friction which, by r&ason of a time-associated
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molecular orientation- process” of t-he o’51; requires a “
measurable length of time before. becoming ef’fectiv~.
.,,,,..,
Unless otherwise specif’ied, the measurements of the
tensile and the shear stresses were always taken under
contact conditions. ‘.
.,
2. Tensile test and tensile. law Ozt ~ = mz = constant.--——...-.—.-.-.—-———.-.—--——
The original plan’ was to determine the adhesive forces
---.-—-. ——-—— --b-
etween the plates by loading the tensile test device
with additional weights until the contact members sepafa-
ted. In doing this it was found that the”tensile forces Pz
were a function of the time in which the separation was
allowed to take place. So the test method was modified to
the extent that a specified tensile force Pz was set and
the time interval required to separate the top plate,
(that is, of the oi~zfilm) was determined.
Figure 2 shows the result of such a test series for
a square bronze plate (50 X 50 mma) and lubricant A
(reference temperature 22° C) . The forces per unit area
(l~m2) are plotted against the separation time interval tz.
The hyperbolic similarity of the ensuing curve indt-
cated that a corresponding law must hold. This was proved
by hundreds of experiments. The lawof separation is then
,“
[13sg_sJ02 tz = Tz = constant ma (1)
The separation tests represented in figure 2 always
give an equilateral hyperbole under constant test conditions.
The coristant obtained ~z has the dimensions of dy-
namic viscosity (kg s/ma) and is termed “separate on.viscosity’i
since it is directly related to the viscosity as normally
measured with a viscosirneter as will be shown later Ori.
3. Shearing .tes% and shearing law rs” ts’= qs = constant.-
_----__—-.__-__-__---.-._---—-.--.—.-.---———————
~he a~~m~~ to free the plate without loading in tangen-
tial direction from the contact “condition disclosed the
existence of a similar hyperbolic law, since the tension
weight P~ exerts, contrary to New.toqls lay. T =.~ dv/dy
a suddenly incipient siiding motion otiiiaf”ter” a well-
defined time interval ts. -, ~~ L . :
..
,,
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Figure 3 shows the results -of,the shearing test on a
n. .
- ro.uLnd-atee~ -plat e..--{.55.-mm .di.arnet.e.r.)and ~ il C .:...at..,t_.=..20°.C,
The shearing stress T6(kg/&) was plotted against the
loosening interval ts(s) , which again afforded. the hyper-
boliq,al ‘curve. In more than 100 duplications of this test
under -contact conditions’ and constant temperature, the
equat ion .,. ,
.,
‘-k S
Ts .ts = T’s = constant I+
~m 1.,. (2)
. .
(shear. law) applies. ~
Here also the equivalence with the dynamic viscosity
could be proved; hence this constant .is properly termed
“shear viscosity qs.’~
4. Compression test and compression law ~dtd=~d=
------"__________________________________________________
constant .- These tests were intended to sho”w how the con-
----- ___
tact-producing time varied with the contact load pd.
Tests with a steel plate 55 millimeters in diameter gave “
a similar law of the form ,-.. ,.
.
(3)
‘he constant~d is called the ‘tcontact-producing viscosity. lt
5. Extension of s~aration and contact -.roducin~ test s.-
------- __________ __________ __________ ____ __ ____
The tests were made to investigate the case in which the
compression load is removed and the separation tensile load
is applied before the contact condition is reached. Quan-
tities discuss~d relative to tests under these conditions
are primed. Comparative tests, at constant temperature with
several compressive loads and load application time, show
a relationship between separation viscosity ~~z and com-
pression viscosity ~td.
For each compressive load PI
$
a curve of. t! the
separation time, is plotted agains ttd, the compr~ssive
load application t-ime (fig. 4)i The compressive loads
varied from 2.85 to 24.1 kilograms. All the curves ter-
minate in the “contact line,,,!!proving once again that the
contact condition ‘is att”ai’nable tiith any compressive load.
(The index 1 signifies that the” measurements did not
result from the final contact condition.)
I Illm I I II 111111m-mm-m- —mn--m s,, 8 , , ,. s 8.s- , -.,. --—-.-., --—-, ----- ----
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“’3ut once ”the contact condition is reach6d the loading
weight and the loading period “producing it have..no effect
on the subsequent separat ion:’axidshearing tests.
The data of figure 4 is replotted i.n figure 5, showing
the relationship between, t.he compressive load application
time ttd and the compressive load ptd which give a
constant separation time t~z when a 2 kilogram separation
force is used. The separation time t~z is the parameter
of the family of curves in figure 5. Since the separation
force was kept constant Pf~ = 2 kg, the separation viscos-
ities
‘fl’z are directly proportional to t-he separation
times t’z(n’z /= tlz P’zF= consh). Corresponding to
each ~tz value is an oil film thickness that exists when
the separation load is applied. S}nCe for each mtz there
is one ttz then t~z corresponds to the same oil film
thickness. The plots are therefore Ptd versus ttd for
constant oil film thickness. .From the shape of the curves
the hyperbolic law is seen to apply and, therefore,
@d ttd = ~td = function of oil film thickness at constant
.
temperature. Similarly, it “appears reasonable to write
CJlz ttz = ~lz = funct~on of film thickness at constant temp-
erature. So, if a relationship can be established between
the average oil film thickness and ~lz or ~Jd this ap-
paratus can be used to compare oil film thicknesses in
cases where the roughness protuberances on one surface are
close to those of the other.
‘igure 7 ‘hews ‘he ~’Z ‘al’Jes against‘he T’d
values for this test series. It was found that ’the ,com-
presSion viscositi@$ ~~d are always greater than the ‘sep-
aration viscosities ~lz* In other words, since ~~d is
greater than l?’z “a greater, force is necessary to produce
a given oil film thickness in a given time than to separate
the surfaces in the same length of time starting with the
same film..thickness. This indicates, that the process of
compression is not strictly the reverse of separation.
,.
It should be noted that in the testscorres.pending
to figure 4, etc., the difference, ir+plate sjacings was
no more than a few microns as determined by means of a
lever gauge ‘(lj.L=1 mm deflection).
,For film thicknesses greater than those corresponding
to the contact condition there is no time lag between the
application of a shearing: stress and the resulting slipping.
There sliding velocity is probably not the one predicted by
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the ordinary viscosity ”.law&- rs =’~ d~idy where ‘q isthe “dyxiasn%cVl$-oos$ty v, is-bhe:-s~%.p.ve%o city -,~and--y..
is the film thickness. ”:Therefore,. in contradistinction
‘)’ to the compression and separation lawthe shear Iaw holds
‘1’ for contact condition: only? ~ “~ ‘“j>
,.
~ 6. Validity of laws set~own b~egyations ~1~’to ~3). -
—---- .-. —--. —---
The separation law (e4uation. 1) holds, as has been-~~~ven,
-—-- —---
within very wide limits. Tests with tensile forces Pz
of.the order of magnitude of only. a fe.w”grams took several,
days. for the separation to occur, On the other hand, the
same film. thickness supported as much as 50 kilograms for
a short period of time.
The compression law is also universally applicable
as long as the compressive forces are in the position to
overcome the buoyancy of the oil. Two plates - one on
top of the other - left in the oil bath, reached the con-
tact condition by themselves” after days or weeksl while
very great compressive forces were required to obtain the
contact condition in a short time.
The validity of the shear law could be proved only
for applied forces greater than some minimum value of Pa.
But it is assumed that the contact condition can be broken
by shearing forces less than this minimum Ps in accord-
ance with equation (2), in which case the applied force
will be too small to show a perceptible slip. This could
be shown by allowing the small shearing load tobe applied
for a length of time given”by equatton (2) and then inc-
reasing the load above the” minimum Pa. ,Slip started im-
mediately, shoving that the first small” load had broken the
contact condition.
7 Contact condition and cohesive forces.- That the
-s—.— -—-—- -------------- —__-—__-.-—.
contact condition is marked by exceptionally great cohe-
“sive forces between “the contact plates was proved by the
following experiment: After pressing” the contact plates
together the shear’ test in which outside forces act only
in tangential d.irect”ion was initiated. The trave’1 of the
movable plate.was restricted to 2 to 3 millimeters “by a
.. stop, a distance too smallto permit an.oil-wedging effect
to-move the plates farther apart.’. Just as soon as the
contact condition was broken by.the shearing load, a ten-
sile load was applied and the separation visco$ity ~z
determined. In every instance, “a.drop of about 35 percent
of the qz values ‘compared to the qz taken fromthe ,
con”tact condititjn was obtained’.
,’
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This. seems ”to’indic.ate that the ‘oil film molecular
orientation characterizing the” contact’conditidn and’ hence
the nature of the contact itself is changed by the shear-
ing motion. The ’particular.kind.of orientation responsi-
ble for this contact condition remains’a problem for re-
search in molecular physics. Theoretically it has been
established by Hardy ”(,reference 8) that such orientation
laStS a certain time .(up.to one hour)..
8. Scatter of test~oints.- Because of the crude lab-
--—------------ —--- —-----
oratory apparatus in use it haa been originally intended
to design a special precision .instrument after the prelim-
inary tests, to assure a greater degree of accuracy. But
the small amount of scatter of the test points in the
first tests prompted the continuation with the present
equipment. ..
The scatter of the test data Is attributable to minor
temperature fluctuations, vibrations,and slight dust im-
purities in the oil film. In addition, the relative posi-
tion of the surface protuberances (roughness) on the con-
tact plates was not always the same for different tests.
This resulted ina different oil film thickness distribution.
VI. SEPARATE INVESTIGATIONS
1. Effect of surface condition.- From the foregoing
—-—-----—-—- —--—-————-.--—----
it is readily apparent that the condition of the contact
surface has an effect on the separation tests. T-he size
of the surface protuberances will depend upon the degree
of finish given to the surfaces. The,average oil film
thickness .betwee~~plates in contact will be greater for
rough surfaces than for the smooth ones.
Assuming, accordingly, that each average film thick-
ness defines a certain ‘qtz .or ~td value, it follows
separation and compression viscosities are greater for
smooth surfaces in contact than fok rough ones. A simple
experiment proved this assumption in every respect. The
separation viscosity of a steel plate under constant opera-
ting conditions was obtained, taken as an average value
from ten separate tests, starting with finely eneried
,surfaces. In succession the surfaces were treated with
coarse emery paper, filed with a smooth file and lastlY
with a rough file, and anaverage separation viscosity de-
termined for each case. The results (average values)
\!} NACA Technical M’emorand’um’No. 1014
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whiigh’ show the effect ‘of the surfiace finish plainly., are
il:
,..
compil”ed in figure- 8. ,:
,,. ,,, ,
A series of tests with silicon and steel plates of
different degrees of rough-ness as measured” by the’ Schmaltz
light- inter sect.ion. met.hod (reference 8) ddveloped by the
Zeiss company ~evealed that an average roughness of 2*
produced a measurable difference in separation viscosities
~z (fig. 9), and certain relations governing the surface
effect between roughness and separation viscosity are ob-
servable notwithstanding the scattering of the test points.
With the dependence of ~z on surface roughness known
for a reference oil the separation viscosity determination
gives a method for estimating the surface roughness of any
pair of plates of material similar to those for which a
calibration has been made.
2 The effect of matchin~ surfaces and lubricant -
.~——_”— ______ —-..——..._ .
The important question of surface material in lubricant
matching, sliding, and rolling processes is fundamental
in the problem of lubrication. AT!though the importance
of this point has been ‘known for tiome time, our present
state of knowledge is largely empirical.
Proceeding from the conception that the effect of the
oil in the lubricating boundary is not a specific property
of the oil but is due rather to the interaction between
the bearing surfaces and the lubricant, the effect. of vary-
ing the bearing surfaces with a given oil should be notice-
able in the separation viscosity measurements. With this
in mind, a large number of tests with a variety of contact
plates was made, the results of which are reproduced in
figure 10. A great deal of difficulty was e~erienced in
preparing these surfaces to the same degree of roughness
I so that this factor would not influence the results. So,I
~, after machining the surfaces they were polisk.ed for some
!~ time by hand with a finest emery paper, although it should
‘/ not be assumed that this treatment results in identical
surface for all materials.
!
m
,., Because of the” susceptibility of such comparatively
coarse experiments to surface .ro.ug,hnessand oil film
temperature fluctuations which is appreciable in the
room temperature range (figs. 15 to 18.)-,this effect ‘was
removed by tests similar to those ..plotted in figure, 9
(test temperature 45° C) . .,
.
“.. .,
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The 6ffect of ‘the “co’”ritact-surfac’e rnateria”l iS evident.
,., ,
The experiments should be continued i’n order t“d establish
...
a correlation betwee,n,the ,practical behavior of a material
in. serv,i=e aid its, $epa?at iori v“i’scbsitiy”. This “would af-
ford a ‘simple test method for.. suita”ble ~ubjfi’cant-surface
matching whioh would b“e“of the grea%:est irnpo’rt”ance”“fn’
Pratt ice.: ...’ -
.’..< .,.
3. Effect- of size of u~er’ contact
–.--–– ~~~cacea- A com-
paris~~-~–~=-s~~~~~~~~~v isio s“it”iesmea’%ured for iden-
“tical plates of different surface’ atie”aindicates that’’t”he
separation viscosity per unit contact area is independent
of the surface area as long as any one edge length (or
diameter for round plates) does not assume too low a value.
Figure 11 shows, by way of illustration, the separat-
ion viscosity per unit area ~z plotted against the unit
separation force 02 = P~/v fo.,ridentical square plates of
50, 40, 30, and 20 millimeters edge length. Whereas the
Tz data for the50 and 40 millimeters lengths are practi-
cally identical and show little differ enc e., even for the 30
30 square’m.ilimeters plate, the ~z” value for the 20 milli-
meters plate is considerably below them. The explanation
for this is that the apparatus is not sensitive enough
when small forces are ~nvolved, and ,also that then some
plate-edge effect exists which becomes appreciable when
the ratio of plate perimeter to plate area exceeds a
certain value. This edge effect is probably a zone of
lower cohesive forces.
x
If, as indicated in figure ha, this zone of lower
cohesive forces is bl (mm) wide, and the plate edge length
is a (mm), then the area of this zone is Fib:. ~~:ji-o}2).
The remaining Flate area is (aa-4(a? -.% ).
better] cohesive force area to area of lower cohesive forces
is
aa :,1” :
—--— -----
4(abl -b12).
from which it becomes apparent that (at constant width ~)
the’ effect of the edge zone increases continuously with
decreasing contact area (a2). . “ :
For this reason the “separation law ‘oz tz = constant
.
was confirmed for contact plates,of various sizes, except
that the constant factor Tz for very small plates is
different from those measured for large plates.
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The fact.tliat for sufficient ly~contact pl’ates the
s’epar-atio”ri”+i”s’cosit”itis.~i -or ~8 have “constant” val’ue’s
indeperident,of the plate area precludes the hydrodynamic.
interpretation of the separation process as a ‘Iflow
phenomenon; ‘1although” it “does-apply to cases wliere the
separation between plates is-”very large. The integration
of
3W ~ v E4 (G~mbel-Everling law).. P
,=-~.h~ ,“
~,
f}
I with respect to time, gives for the contact compression
‘$ timer
Y
i’ but as it retains the factor of plate size, its application
i cannot be extended to cases where the contact conditions
occur.
4. Effect of tem~er.ature and ‘~e of lubricant -
——---- ______ ——— _____ ._
(Relation to dynamic viscosity ~) With an apparatus
——————.—.————— L—
similar to figure 1 using a steel contact plate, a number
of oils were tested in separation and shear at various
temperatures. The measurements were not begun until tem-
perature equilibrium was considered established between
the upper and lower plate and the oil; so that it could
be safely assumed that the dynamic viscosity of the oil
in the lubricating film between the plates was the one
corresponding to the tem~erature. measured and plotted in
figures “1-2to ’18.
,.
When plotted against temperature the ~z and ‘OS
curves ‘show the same &haracteristice a’s does the dynamic
,
1
viecosity. The results merely differ from ~ by a con-
stant factor +
= TIZ/TI or V s = TIS/TI so that the test .;(}.. ”
[
points of both series could ~D.e.immediat,eLy,appl,ied a.t the
“same scale to the viscosity curves of figures 12 to 18.
The order of magnitude of ~z or ~s differs, apart
I from a numerical’ ”factor, from ~ ly the,dimefision 10G.
q
J The separation and shearing viscosities are propor-”
tional to the dynamic viscosity and in this respect the
apparatus used is a new v“iscosim”eter.
The dimensionless temperature correlation factors,
w E and v~ (separation and shear factors) a?e constant
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for, each oil -but vary fro,m.oil. to.oil.. .T:hey.may serve as
qharacterist *,cnu-mbers by ..which a contact ..system (top
plate ‘- bounfia.ry layer: - ,,bot.to,,mplate) can be r=te.d. :-
. ,.
That the separation’ and shearing yiscosi.t ies. depend
on factors’ other than the dynamic. ,v,isco.SitYcan be readilY
proved by measuring ~z’ an~” ~~ fo’r two different oils
at temperatures that make their respective dynamic viscos-
ities equal. It was found that , fiz, and. TS differ mark-
edly according to the “type of oil in spite of””the equal
viscosities.” The data by B~che (reference 9) concerning
the different action of, oil .samp,les of sirn.ilarviscosity
are readily confirmed.
5. Correlation of .Wrat ion and shearing viscosity es.-
— ---- —-—-—----- —-------—— ——--— —.-—-- ——— —-———--—
The test data of figures 12 to 18 can be combined into
one relation
$2
v
‘q
Yor reasons of comparison, factor
..
‘o +1v= 2 ------
m.
. .
v was equated ‘t,’o
whence. 2“
-----
‘o = ‘Tz
. ... .
. $; - 2“
with V and ‘m. a“ssuming the values as follows:
,
oil A ~. “c D B, 1? 371 - Mean -
,,
,, value
v ,15. 16.3 ‘15.4 16 15..4””’ 1’5,9 ‘~6025” 15.75
m. 0.154 0.340 0.149 0.143 04149 ‘ 0.144 0.140 0.146
Since tz and $~’ are charactpr.i stics,,for tensile.and shear
stres”ses of the oil, a c~mparison” with corresponding fac-
tors of solid bQdies can be made.
,’ . . .
. .
: . . . .
A similar formula for solid’ iso}iopic”’bodies is .
,.
.,
.
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where .E is Youngls modulus and G the. shear modulas.
. . . . ,---
The dimensionless qtiagt.ity m (Poissonl-”s iatio)
ranges between 3 and 4 and~aimounts to about 10/3 for met-
als, according to Bach (reference 10).
.,.. ., .,.
Hence the following inferences:
!.:
. . Roughly approximated, the ,mo values are comparable
with P.oisson~s ratio m. The ratio between tensile strength
and shear strength of vikcous oils under contact conditions
is several .ti.rnesgreater than that for solid bodies. In
the latter”’the .or,ientation of the crystals isfixed; Jn
liquids. it is flexible and under contact couditions:assumes
a form which is similar to the state of “fixed structurell
as applied to materials of highly plastic molecular proper-
ties.
The extent of.the validity of.this relation to other
viscous fluids (Newtonian fluids) or colloidal mixtures,
etc. , remains to be demonstrated..
For the oils in question, the v and m. values
are fairly close together; subsequently tested oils showbd
greater differences.
..
Various researchers, such as Debye and Kyropoulos
(references 11, 12) ascribe quasi-crystalline properties
to the viscous films on the basis of dielectric investiga-
tions. The relations obtained in this work on the strength
of thin oil films insu.rface contact argue in favor of such
a concept and permit ,in a certain sense, the application
of conventional strength considerations’ of solid substances
to .the.strength. of oil films under contact conditions,
6. Behavior of grease in s~aration and shear tests -
----.-—.---——.——. -.———... ___ __________ __________.._L
Experiments with greases of high- consistency indicate that
for very long applications of a compressive load or for
great forces pd. a contact state’ similar to that of oil
is neached which can be broken by the application of any
shearing or separation load, however. small. But, th~.un-
usual asr+ou,~,t,,of,scatter of the, test data with the present
set-up has afforded no definite ,i”nfor~ation. It also may
be attributable to the,response,,of grease to mechanical
stresses, as is claimed by,s.chrot,er (reference 13).
.’ .. ..
.. -:. .. . . .. .
,.
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VII. IMPORTANCE OF THE FOREGOING QESULTS IN
,.,
‘.
.
‘LUBRICATING AND ti!iARPROCESSES. ‘ “’
.,’.
Attempts to define the,viscosity of fluids or gases
by the separation of two previously close surfaces go back
several years. Michell in h,ts patent No. .364,236 of 1920
descz?ibes a“devide in which a ball. is pressed flat against
the bottom of” a pan fi’l”ledwith the test ”liquid and the
time of its separation from the pan into a free ball is
recorded. Similar methods are ,dGscribed in the “~nglish
patent No. 262,539 and “in U. S. patent No. 2,070~862,. The
latter includes the use o“f flat plates. Stefants experi-
ments (reference 17) on “apparent adhesion” may also.be
mentioned in this connection. But every one of these
methods works in the purely hydrodynamic- range, that is~
they fail to continue the application of the compressive
forces for a’sufficient time to produce the contact,condi-
tion, They were ignorant of the relations governing the
compressive period, the cornyressi.on .force and separation
viscosity, and the difference between separation and
shearing viscosities described in this pape?. (At the
release of a ball from a corresponding counter surface,
normal and tangential motions occur at the different parts
of the surface.) A;s a result only the “hydrodynamic
viscosity” was me-asured.
That properties other than hydrodynamic viscosity are
involved ‘ln the dimensionless factors
.V.Z and +s as Ob-
taine,d from separation and other tests’ made. under contact
conditions. becomes evident from a co,mpa~ison of the *Z
“and ~ values in figure ”19, where all values are referred
to oil A as a unit. Admittedly, the h-ighly viscous oils
usually have higher separation v,iscositi’es~.but the ratios
for different oils bears no relationship toof the~z~s
the corresponding dynamic viscosity ,ratios. Bringing the
comparative oil’s to the’ same visco$,ity ~ by,appropriate
temperature control still, gives different $ values.
These values represent a typical e,onstant for. the oils,
and are important ‘in those ,ca.seswhere the oil” film is sub-
ject to tension, compression,. and .she.a.rstr.e.sses’in which
the occurrence of the contact condition is likely, This
happens, for instance, in many rolling motions where the
rolling surface el”ements come t’o rest under contact condi-
tions, as well as in reciprocating sliding motions (piston
at dead center, etc.).
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On gear -teeth such a procq~s,, Oqcuy:s in the pitch
The comp.re-q.si.o,.npe.q.i.o.~.,.at t%e. time the gear teethc3.FC.I!?.-., .
point of contact ‘is on.,th.e,,pit:ch ,c~ycl,e,.where a pur,e rock-
ing motion exists , is ve<y ,short”,flbut, the. compression load
is very @i.gh..,.At separ:atio,n.t.be-stress. cap..~ecome very
high according to the law at = constant and minute metal
part ic.les can be ,torn ,froxnth.?.i.r.,,bond.-by,the oil molecule.
.
.. .. ,. ..
This process was qual”itativ~ly derno”ns.trated, by the,.
following expiirime.rit(fig. 20”): ,.- ,,
A guided steel “plunger (s) i.sp:res,~ed by a strong
spring (f) against an edce~.tric (e) connected to.,:,shaft(w)
of a small electric. motor. ,!l!he:plunger serves as upper
contact surface and ma@es about 2000. strokes per. minute
the same as the motor. A base plate (g) , vertically ad-
justable, was so arranged that at bottom dead center of
the movable contact surface a very minute light slit be-
tween the plates remained. (The available apparatus made
an exact measurement of the slit impossible. ) A thin oil
film was deposited on the bottom plate and the plunger
was set in motion. The least ‘imsta.llic” c~ntacts were
instantly recognized by loud knocking noises as confirmed
after the tests. Because of the smooth, running of the
apparatus during the endurance test , bouncing on the bot-
tom plate was not considered to have occurred. Photo scopic
examination revealed the formation of an oil cone due to
the fact that the oil clung to the rapidly moving plunger
up to top center. where the oil filament very often broke,
but during collapse was intercepted by next plunger stroke
before. it had. completely flattened out again (figs. 21-24) .
..
Even though the oil strain in. the lubricating ‘film
did not .altogeth,er .correspond ,.to the conditions of the
contact. separation tests, the endurance run was made and
checked after every three hours of operation. Wear phenom-
ena were ob,s~rv.edafter about 20 hours, eqtitwalent to “
about 2.4”X 10”G separation processes. The erosion showed
in the form: of a Small crater on the spheriea”l plunger
surface ‘(fig. 25) and on:th-eflat base plate (fig. 26}.
Small , conspicuous, erosion spots’ sc~tter~d outside of the
principal “zone, “are indicative”””of a gradual enlarging of
the crater ~one with Operating period.” .Th6 test was run
again but this time with a,,fiat plunger tip ,(2 mm diam.).
In this case cavities “stihted~after 14 hours’ (correspondi-
ng to 1.7 X 106 strokes). Orat,ers formed,:appeared the
same as those shown iri’figuies 25 arid 26.
L--- -------------- .:------------------------- –---—-
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Firially, a ‘check run was made ””’iri,;h~chthe plunger
was bounced on the base plate p’roduc”ing a metallic knock.
‘In a few seconds’ a s~arp~y,~defige”dimpact ‘ar’eawas visi-
ble of about the same size as the, p,revious erosion zone,
but in contrast to .it there” was marked oxidation.
2he alterntitin’g te’nsion-cornpression stresses on sur-
faces is very much like the u,sual phenomena accompanying
cavitation, and it is’ quite l:ikel.ythat,” by exceed.in,g
the vapor pressure of the oi3, the formation and decay of
steam bubbles assist in the oxidation proces,s. Such micro-
pitting is of a different nature than l?~ppl!s coarse breaks
(macro-pitting), resulting from Hehtzian tensioqs. The
former appear where t~e, latter do not, and are undoubtedly
caused by the oil film (references 14, 15).
If the journal in a journal bearing remains ino-pera-
tive for some time rotating the shaft from rest requires
considerable force, as is observed o-n the large bearing
testing machine of the laboratory. Following the destruc-
tion of”the contact state the resistance drops immediately.
The erosion of ball bearings - Itfa.lse-brinell ing}l so-called
in Sweden”- on truck engines as a ,result of jerks during
transport on railroad cars belongs to this class of phenom-
‘ena and so does the sensitivity of many thrust bearings to
alterate impacts.
Experiments intended to cor”rels.te the previously de-
veloped characteristics ~ of different oils with their
behavior in practical operation were next carried out on
gear wheels by means of the testin~ machine described by
Dietrich (reference 7), and as reported elsewhere (refere-
nce 16).’ By giving a gear wheel a fixed amount”of lubri-
cant the life of the individual oils can be determined.
For a large number of oils the life periods ~’” appear
s
proportional to ~’ as a first approximation. In addi-
tion it disclosed the notable fact that in the region of
narrowest ,boundary film involved here, t-he oils of great-
est viscosity manifest the lowest frictional forces and
vice versa. Important elastic properties are also observ-
able. ,In tests on journal bearings under boundary layer
friction conditions (reference 6) the effect of matching
.shaft-oil-bearing bushing is very well shown in the varied
load capacity of the bushing. ‘Other tests show noteworthy
properties of oils of certain structure to the effect that
high friction values are associated with low temperature
rises and vice versa.
c. I
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The e“xperim’~rits:are cont~riied ‘on “a wide scale with
-
a ‘“l’a”r-g&“’-number””“o”f~’’oils“‘of ‘s’jWt’5rn’ati’c‘=tiolectil-ar~str.ucture,
with particular reference to the typic’al loading “c-bnditions
;.
.— met in practice. The hydrodynamic viscosity and the pre-
;.
~, vious.ly define~’’charac teristics ulti:fiately go “back to the
:.
same root , t’hb molecular ”structure of the. oil. Investi-
gations of the mechanical properties of materials in the
state of “fixed structure, ll the condition of contact, con-
stitute a valud’ble c“omplentent to parallel. chemical-# &sical
research. ,.
... .,
., .. ..... ,.
‘5UtiMARY ‘ ‘“ ~~!.. .
,.,!,,.,
In the very ,narrow boundary layers between lubricated
surfaces a peculiar state ‘of st’ructufe’ of the oti. “films
~rise which gives them a quasi-crystalline property. In
this state’ tensile strength, compressive strength, shear
strength, and working capacity can be determined and cor-
relations established in terms of engineering quantities,
which are important in discussing the lubricating capacity
of the tested lubricant.
. .
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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TABLE I. SPllCII~EI?LUBRICANTS
T Icicn-No. tifi-catio
—
1
2
3
4
5.
5
7
..—
I Oil A
Oil B
oil c
Oil D
Oil E
Oil F
Oil I!’l
.—
Brand
Rhonania Ossa,g
Bcg
1.G.1’arbenind.
oil I
1.G.Tarbenind.
oil II
1.G.?i’arbon.ind.
oil 111
1.G.3’arbcnincl.
oil IV
i.(l.l?arbcnind,
oil v
E.G.larbcnind.
]i~VI
lknufacturcr‘S
data label
Oil for speeds over
1500 rpm
Pure hydrocarbonoil,
blended (ethylester)
Pure h.ydrocajrbonil,
blended (etb<~lester)
Pure hydrocarbonoil,
blended (sulph,corn.)
Yurc hydrocarbonoil
—.——. _
Conditionof lubricant
at room temperature(22° C)
Clcar,
Clcar,
Clear,
Turbid,
bright yellow, low viscosity.
dark brown, low viscosity.
reddishbrown, low viscosity.
YC11OW brown oil with !
sl.ightl.yhigher viscosity- deposits
gray, opaque liquid for somo time.
Clear, honey yellow oil of medium
viscosity.
CICar\ YG11OW bro~ cil with very
high viscosityand gluey behavior
(greatadhesive effect). oil can
bc pulled in long threads..
Oil of similarappearanceand
behavior as 1? but with even
higher viscosity.
-,-——._
—.
/\
a, Base plate f, Connectingrods for
b, Top plate separationload
‘1
Pz C, Heating oil pz, Separationforce
d, Oil sample Ps, Shear force
g, Pulley Pd, Compressionforce
1 1?rame wj-Electric resistance
tilhr
r,
o tl, t2, Thermometers
e, el, Position of compressionloading lever
durifigcompressionand during separation
and shear tests
u
,.
applying
Iilll(h \ i PdSeparationtest tl : /-=:-: ------- ----.--- ------- e u : I
--._—— ————
-4
. ..-,
g
b,=,\
Shear test
—.
14 —-T-’
(heating)
1(VW/w
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-—.-..4t
L ,
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Figure l.- Diagrammaticsketch of experimentalapparatus.
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Figs. 2,3,4,5
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Figure 2.- Separation law 6z*tz=
~z=constant. Bronze
surface against cast iron sur-
face, oil A at 22°C (see table I)
Figure 3(upper right).- Shear
law ~s”ts=~s=constant.
Steel surface against cast iron
surface, oil C at 20°C
(see table I).
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Figure 5.- Compression
periods tIdplOttOd ?
against compression load;
pld for various .epar& ~
tion periods at constant
s~paration load of 2kg.
Figure 4.- Development of
contact points from separa-
tion times (tlz) and com-
pression times (tId), oil
B, at 21°C (see table 1).
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Figure 8.- Effect of
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Figure 6.- Compression
ViSCOSity ~ld
plotted against compression
load p~d for variOuS
separation periods at
constant separation load
of 2kg.
Figure 7.- Separation
viscosi%y
I
~fz against compres-
sion viscosi~j ~’d.
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Figure 21.-
Lowest
position
of
7
lunger
dips
in oil).
Figure 22. -
Medium
position
of
plunger,
up stroke
(oil
entrained
with it).
Figure 25.-
Cavities on
plunger.
Figure 23.-
Top
position-
oil cone
breaks
away
from
plunger.
Figure 24.-
Medium
position,
down
stroke
::;: ~*
pressed
flat ).
Figures 25,26.-
Cavities formed
on plunger and
on top and
bottom plates.
The long cracks
@ the centers
are formed by
a detector
needle.
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Fi&ure 26.-
Ca;ities on
base plate.
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